1.Introduction
The initial disintegration and classification scheme is the foundation of operation scheme, also is precondition for car flow assignment in marshalling station. Foreign scholars' researches on disintegration and classification are as follows: D R Martinelli [1] put forwarded an optimization on railway traffic control operation plan; M A Turnquist [2] set up a machine scheduling model which acquired new scheme by analysis the time parameters; Z Z Avaramovic [3] through analysis the connection of car flow follow get scheme. Domestic scholars' researched are as follows: Li Haodong [4] focused on survey of stage plan for railway marshalling station. Wang Shidong [5] made a mathematical model and algorithm for automatically programming. Xue fen [9] [10] [11] 's researches were on stage plan, such kind method established mathematical model and solved this kind of problem by hybrid algorithm.
The concepts of compact continuing classification and the greatest adjustment between adjoin trains were put forwarded by Xue fen, however the influence for whole scheme after an adjustment not be taken into account [12] . Peng Qiyuan combined classification with disintegration process, and focused on after-effect, however not given systematic adjustment approach and condition [13] . According to concepts of compact continuing classification and the greatest adjustment between adjoin trains [12] , the marshalling station can be divided into two sub-systems. The operation in each subsystem can be regarded as machine scheduling. Under the condition of one shunting locomotive for disintegration and one for classification, the trains which are not full-load can use partial adjustment method to meet the requirements of railway station. The key part of this thesis is the analysis on the how to guarantee full-load as far as possible and punctuality of departure time of each train.
Analysis of Operation Systems
Marshalling station is a technical station which includes different types of work. The operation procedure has the same characteristics with machine scheduling. On the basis of analyzing machine scheduling problem, the marshalling station can be divided into two subsystems, one is arrival disintegration subsystem and the other is classification departure subsystem, each subsystem includes three assembly lines. The assembly lines for how to work under horizontal and vertical model can be shown as Fig.1 . t  ， T  -The change after classification adjustment; The change after disintegration adjustment.
Classification Sequence Adjustment
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Analysis of Initial Sequence
First, analyzing the time parameters at the condition of one shunting locomotive is under classification operation. If car flow follow is adequate, that is , car flow follow time is short, the trains will be depart compactly and the inspect operation of departure trains will be saturated. The waiting departure time n DCF T will appear as shown in Fig.2 (b) . In order to guarantee full-load and punctuality, n LSB t as an important parameter can get easily according to reference documentation [12] for follow-up adjustment:
（1）
The latest classification starting time of other trains are closely linked with tightness degree. If , car flow follow is loose, the latest classification starting time will be got by inverse derivation:
, the departure trains are compact classification, the latest classification starting time can be expressed as: , it will be named compact continuing classification [12] . If each train can meet the compact continuing classification in periods, that can be defined as section compact continuing classification, that is , it will not be delayed. The adjustment scheme is as shown in Fig. 3 . The parameter computation method after adjustment can be referenced to documentation [12] : t t [13] , it will achieve the aim of full-load. The stepping trains classification sequence can be adjusted step by step [12] . 
The Influence Analysis after
Disintegration Sequence Adjustment
Analysis of Initial Sequence
Adjusting the disintegration sequence of arrival trains also can guarantee full-load. In order to guarantee the requirement of car flow in classification subsystem, the , car flow follow is loose, it will be got by extend calculation for time:
, car flow is intensive, it will take follow track model: n LSB t t [13] ,it will guarantee enough car flow for classification. 
